Narrowed Focus Fails the Anti-Saloon League
Amanda McFarland
From its founding in 1893, the Anti-Saloon League’s major goal was to
bring about a dry America. However, the strategies it employed to effect such change were not consistent. At the heart of the issue of alcohol
reform is the basic dichotomy between temperance and prohibition.
Temperance is the use of moral suasion and other social strategies to
help people lower their consumption of alcohol, by promoting either
temperate drinking or abstinence. Prohibition is the use of politics and
the legal system to criminalize any form of alcohol consumption outside
of medical use. Though the Anti-Saloon League (ASL) was originally
founded on a broad reform platform that included temperance ideology, it changed its goals in 1919 under the new leadership of Wayne
B. Wheeler to focus solely on the national prohibition of alcohol. This
change meant not only that the group would be advocating only against
alcohol, but also that its methods of reform would center around legal coercion rather than moral suasion. This shift proved crucial to the
American temperance movement as a whole, as the ASL led the charge
to the movement’s greatest triumph: the Eighteenth Amendment.
What is still unclear, however, is whether the ASL’s narrowed focus
(and subsequent change in tactics) was effective in helping the group
achieve its original goals. Historian Jack S. Blocker Jr. argues that the
more focused reform base was capable of uniting a large number of
multi-faceted temperance movements under one common denominator upon which they could all agree.1 This consequent large support
base facilitated their political success in the years to come. However,
historians Mark Edward Lender and James Kirby Martin believe that by
focusing solely on drinking reform, the ASL lost touch with the harsh
reality of American life by the 1930s and thus unwisely emphasized its
desires at a time when Americans had bigger problems on their hands.2
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For this reason, Prohibition was repealed and the temperance movement abandoned.
Although it is true that a more focused temperance agenda was useful
and effective in bringing about national prohibition legislation, the shift
in focus from morally-based reform of American society and culture to
legislated prohibition ultimately failed to bring about a drier America.
New Focus Shortens Laundry List
Due to Wheeler’s vision, the ASL urged specific reform goals to ultimately serve their new, more restricted focus. Most popular reform
groups of the early 1900s were based on broad ideals that offered
large and sweeping reforms for society, a precedent that the other major temperance movements of the time followed. The ASL’s two largest allies, the American Prohibition Party and the National Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), each believed in a wide range
of reform efforts and both suffered the consequences. The American
Prohibition Party not only advocated for the end of liquor trafficking,
but also demanded equal rights and the establishment of Post Office
savings banks, and protested against secret societies. This diverse set
of goals may have initially brought the group more support, as people
passionate about only one of their various goals could still support the
cause. However, it ultimately distracted the group from accomplishing
any material success. Meetings, the New York Times reported, would
devolve into “tirade[s] against secret societies, Masonry particularly”
which did not bring about any positive momentum for temperance.3
Similarly, the WCTU had a broad goal set that even included the lofty
and wholly immaterial goal of living by the “gospel of the Golden
Rule.”4 Due to its wide reform base, the WCTU became a very popular reform effort, eventually drawing on the support of over 370,000
members. But where the American Prohibition Party found it hard to
focus, the WCTU found it simply hard to make concrete accomplishments and gains with its high-minded philosophy. Temperance could
be achieved through this program, but such a group could never champion national prohibition.
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The ASL avoided falling victim to the same failures of its associates by
keeping its singular goal grounded. Its primary motive, as explained
by journalist R. L. Duffus, was to “secure candidates for the Legislature
who would, without regard to political party” vote in favor of prohibition. Despite the fact that the League did not amass support in the same
“blanket” fashion as the American Prohibition Party and WCTU, the
ASL’s focused reform effort managed to unite all temperance supporters (who were previously fragmented by the various, unspecific reform
groups) behind the goal of national prohibition.5 As Blocker argues, the
ASL was able to “concentrate” temperance reformers under the “lowest
common denominator” and bring the movement the focused drive it
needed to effect change. The photograph of the Sixteenth Convention
of the ASL in Atlantic City, New Jersey reveals its immense number of
proponents.6 (See appendix.) Though no exact number of members is
recorded, the ASL held many conventions such as the one in New Jersey, each managing to garner a fairly large number of supporters.
The large following amassed by the ASL due to its short list of goals
allowed the group to achieve its one goal through the passage of the
Eighteenth Amendment. However, the impermanence of this amendment is evidence that the ASL did not actually effect the change in society it had hoped to. The reason for its proximate success and ultimate
failure lies in its narrow goals, revealing the ASL’s failure to find balance
between focus and blind ambition.
ASL Loses Touch
The Anti-Saloon League’s narrowed reform effort proved a doubleedged sword in the long run, as the League proximately gained followers yet ultimately lost touch with the people it attempted to change,
thus undermining what success it had gained. As mentioned before,
the ASL’s list of objectives during Wheeler’s leadership from 1919 to
1926 was much shorter and more specific about the change they hoped
to effect in comparison to the other reform movements of the early
1900s.7 In having such a large scope of issues, the reform groups were
able to adapt to any changes in society, taking on the latest cause or
abandoning unpopular sub-movements.
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The ASL, however, was extremely strict in their objectives. Their main
objective was to support and promote both federal and state level senators and representatives, regardless of political party, who would further the anti-brewing interest.8 Ingeniously, the ASL’s name was not
indicative of this goal, but rather conveyed an anti-saloon message that
was very different from banning liquor.9 Thus, the group at first invited anti-saloon, anti-prohibition “support” that was subsequently lost
through Wheeler’s new goals for the organization. I. B. Kaplan voices
his view on the matter through his acrostic poem:
PROHIBITION spells:			
TEMPERANCE spells:
P-oison				T-olerance
R-acketeer				E-ducation
O-ppression				M-oderation		
H-omicide				P-atriotism		
I-ntolerance				E-mancipation
B-igotry				R-egulation
I-niquity				A-cquiescence
T-yranny				N-ormalcy
I-ndecency				C-ooperation		
O-pression				E-nlightenment
N-oncompliance10							
							
Temperance’s positive portrayal, opposing prohibition’s negative depiction, suggests that the temperance tactics employed by the WCTU
attracted more public support. Despite the public’s preference for temperance, the ASL, under Wheeler’s control, chose to fight for prohibition, an extremist measure that much of the public resented. This basic
disparity between what the public wanted and the actions the League
actually took was just the beginning of a long series of missteps that
ultimately made the ASL lose public favor.
Not only was this narrowed reform base less popular than it seemed,
but the group was unable to adapt to the changes in public opinion and
appeared stubborn, ignorant, and “callous” to its former supporters.11
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This problem became glaringly apparent during the Great Depression.
As historian Sean Dennis Cashman points out, “[w]hile the country’s
greatest concern was the deepening depression, the Anti-Saloon League
mistakenly pursued its single-minded campaign” and continued to ask
for donations from its supporters who “had nothing to spare.”12 Such
public relations blunders were not uncommon for the group during its
later years, the most notable fiasco being the sale of denatured alcohol.
Under the Volstead Act, denatured alcohol (ethanol that has additives
to make it undrinkable) was not only legal, but tax exempt. This alcohol, however, was extremely poisonous and the source of a rising
number of deaths, largely due to the lack of poison labels. Wheeler and
the ASL itself did not apologize for their legislation’s involvement in
deaths, but rather criticized the deceased, saying that their actions were
“deliberate suicide,” “deliberate risking… by those who are ignorant or
willful,” and their bootleg alcohol providers “potential murderers,” as
reported by the New York Times.13 Such harsh language angered the
public, and the ASL began to lose its “reputation for the sort of progressive, humane qualities that had originally attracted different sorts of
people to it,” as Cashman asserts.14
Due to such inhumane spectacles, the ASL and prohibition as a whole
were moved across society’s moral spectrum from savior to “serpent in
the Garden of Eden.”15 This change in public opinion from pro- to antiprohibition sentiment was so strong that the Democratic platform for
the election of 1932 centered around the fictitious economic analysis
that repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment would “produce recovery
and restore the tawdry affluence of the 1920s.”16
By losing touch with its constituency, the ASL undid its original political success. Public opinion swayed, and the security of the Constitutional amendment was clearly evaporating by the minute. However,
the “zealous diehards” in the ASL, as described by an editorialist of
the New York Times in 1935, remained thoroughly rooted in their conviction that Prohibition was ultimately popular and effective.17 ASL
leaders, such as national president Bishop Thomas Nicholson, would
denounce the results of anti-prohibition referendums, claiming that
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they were not “real” referendums because “advocates of prohibition
had advised against participation.” Meanwhile, Nicholson considered
pro-prohibition referendums lawful decisions with no regards to the
circumstances.18 Similarly, the gangster killings, liquor wars, bootlegging, rising number of deaths, and other negative effects of Prohibition
were denied by the ASL as being faulty “statistics” that were so inaccurate as to suggest that “prohibition [had not] decreased crime.”19 F.
Scott McBride, superior to Nicholson as general superintendent of the
ASL, stated that “racketeering did not start with and would not end
with prohibition…Instead of prohibition being to blame for poverty
and racketeering it is the agitation against prohibition which helps create the demand for liquor and encourages lawlessness that contributes
largely to these conditions.”20 This blatant decision to live in their “Panglossian dreamworld” and ignore the very obvious shift in public opinion reflects the ASL’s inability to relate to its constituency and adapt to
its needs.21 This failure proved fatal to the organization as a whole, and
culminated in the passage of the Twenty-first Amendment repealing
the one major accomplishment of the Anti-Saloon League: the Eighteenth Amendment.
Legal Action Fails to Produce Social Change
By choosing to pursue legal solutions to a social problem, the ASL made
the logical but inaccurate assumption that the American public had a
fearful reverence for acts of Congress. What they were dismayed to find,
however, was that their constituency found little fault in disregarding
legislation that seemed designed only to make their lives more miserable.
Previous temperance movements used moral suasion as their primary
tool in reforming the American public, and focused on the idea of temperance rather than abstinence. Since the emphasis of the movement
remained on sobering up the American public, not completely drying it
out, both behavior patterns were accepted by reform efforts as positive
reform. This strategy was very successful in the years 1800 to 1900, going so far as to reduce annual absolute alcohol consumption in the U.S.
from 6.60 gallons per capita to 2.06 gallons.22 This drastic change in al-
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cohol consumption permanently changed American social life, as even
as late as 1985, pure alcohol consumption had not risen over 3 gallons
per capita. The success of this initial movement is explained through
I. B. Kaplan’s acrostic poem once again, as it describes temperance as
a movement based in “T-olerance…E-ducation…M-oderation…Normalcy…[and] C-ooperation,” demonstrating the American public’s
desire for humane reform of their bad habits rather than the “O-ppression…I-ntolerance…B-igotry…[and] T-yranny” of prohibition.23
Despite the success of the earlier movements, the ASL felt that in order
to effect further change they had to pursue national prohibition legislation, a decision that alienated its constituency and failed to effect the
social reform it aimed for. A look at statistics shows that the Eighteenth
Amendment was not nearly as effective as earlier temperance efforts,
reducing absolute alcohol consumption from 1.96 gallons per capita to
0.90 gallons.24 Though this was a 50% change in alcohol consumption,
the exact quantity of reduction was minimal in comparison to earlier
reform movements. This minimal change in raw consumption was the
source of much anger and frustration, however, and facilitated the rise
in organized crime and bootlegging. The drastic negative social effects
that came about as a byproduct of nominal success in reducing American drinking made the ASL lose popularity and influence as people
began to flout the law. A New York Times reporter even went so far
as to claim that “much of the ground…gained [by temperance] was
lost when…reform groups…switched from the hope of temperance
by moral suasion to a demand for abstinence by law.”25 The main fault
of this change, the article explains, is that as the idea of compulsion
was perpetuated, people lost their moral connection to the cause, and
found it easier and easier to go against the law without compromising
their conscience. Luther A. Huston of the New York Times further asserts that educating the public in the perils of unrestricted drinking is
the only way “a totally dry America” could even begin to be a possibility.26 His thinking on this matter echoes the ideology of reform movements past; by showing people the ways in which alcoholism can ruin
families, fortunes, and society, reform movements would deter people
from drinking excessively, and in some cases, at all.
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What little success the amendment did have was short-lived. Within a
decade after the annulment of the amendment, per capita drinking returned to pre-Prohibition levels, attaining 1.54 gallons. This negligible
success ultimately defined the ASL as a well-meaning but misguided
reform effort.
Temperance Going Forward
The ASL’s single-minded pursuit of national, legislated prohibition was
ultimately unpopular and ineffective at the national level. The Eighteenth Amendment was essentially the pinnacle of the temperance
movement, yet afterwards the movement did not maintain its successes
in curtailing alcohol use, as its supporters had hoped. Rather, it lost as
much—if not more—ground than it had gained, failing to effect permanent change to American society.
Prohibition versus temperance in alcohol consumption today is no
longer a topic of much political debate; instead, the focus has shifted
to marijuana. Currently, the federal government considers marijuana
an illegal drug regardless of circumstances, while some states allow for
both medical and recreational use. However, the majority of states that
comply with federal law find themselves in a situation reminiscent of
1930s Prohibition. A segment of the population has no moral qualm
with disregarding the law, seeking the drug through illicit means. In
doing so, these people often turn directly or indirectly to gangs and
cartels, giving these people more power and money—a situation reminiscent of the Mafia’s power during prohibition that spawned infamous
leaders such as Al Capone. This quandary is the source of much political dispute, as some reform groups opt for an approach similar to the
ASL, while others reflect the values of temperance.
In light of the legacy of Prohibition and the ASL, it would be completely
irresponsible for the federal government to continue to prohibit the use
of marijuana. The recent referendums in Colorado and Washington
have shown that the public will vote in favor of legalization if given the
opportunity. However, if the time and money spent lobbying against
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legalization of marijuana were poured into temperance programs that
taught the dangers of marijuana addiction and improper use, there is
a chance that consumption could follow the same trend as alcohol following temperance reforms and reduce to a manageable level that allows the public their freedom, reinstates public reverence for Congressional law, and takes power away from cartels and drug lords.
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Appendix

Photo of the Sixteenth Convention of the Anti-Saloon League in Atlantic City,
New Jersey (Thomas Sparrow. Sixteenth Convention, Anti-Saloon League of America
at Atlantic City, N.J., July 6-9, 1915. Photograph. July 9, 1915. LOT 5599 no. 1.
Panoramic Photographs. Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.)
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